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Abstract: A conventional finding of recursive structural VAR (SVAR) analyses is the price 

puzzle namely the positive relationship between interest rates and inflation. We employ a 

Markov regime-switching structural VAR (MRS-SVAR) to investigate whether the price 

puzzle is present at regimes where there is violation of the Taylor principle. Our results 

suggest that the price puzzle is a regime-dependent phenomenon driven by passive monetary 

policy and Choleski identifying restrictions. 
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1. Introduction 

Structural vector autoregressions (SVARs) are widely used to study the impact of 

monetary policy shocks on economic growth. Their popularity is often attributed to the fact 

that log-linearization of Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models around the 

steady-state yields a first-order VAR (VAR(1)) the parameters of which are complicated 

functions of the underlying preference, technology and policy parameters. 

While most of the results in the VAR literature are consistent with macroeconomic 

theory, Sims (1992), using a recursive identification scheme finds a positive reaction on the 

price level of the impact of a monetary policy shock. Sims (1992) argues that this anomaly, 

named price puzzle is due to an omitted variable problem. Castelnuovo and Surico (2010) 

show that the omitted variable is the by-product of passive monetary policy, which leads to 

violation of the Taylor principle and indeterminacy. Thus, the price puzzle is expected to be 

present only in the indeterminate regime.
2
  

Following a different rute, Carlson, Fuest and Paustin (2009) show that the price 

puzzle is the outcome of the Choleski-identification approach. In line with this argument, 

Canova and Pina (1999) and Canova and De Nicolo (2002) show that while a wide range of 

DSGE models rarely deliver zero restrictions they often embody sign restrictions. However, 

Castelnuovo and Surico (2010) show that the price puzzle is robust in terms of the 

implementation of zero and model consistent (i.e. sign) restrictions. 

The aim of this empirical contribution is to show that the price puzzle is an artefact of 

a recursive identification scheme rather than an inherent problem of the structural VAR 

approach. To this aim, and unlike previous studies, we adopt a Markov regime-switching 

structural VAR rather than a linear framework following the rationale of Davig and Leeper 

                                                        
2
 Benati and Surico (2009) show under indeterminacy the minimal state-space representation of the DGSE 

model includes an additional state variable in comparison to the determinate regime. Canova (2006) argues that 

the additional state variable under indeterminacy is the expected inflation.  
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(2007) who show that on-going regime changes create expectation formation effects, which 

expand the region of determinacy as compared to the constant-parameter setup.
3
 

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the econometric 

methodology. Section 3 describes the data and our empirical results. The final section 

contains our concluding remarks. 

2. Econometric Methodology 

An MRS SVAR can be considered as a two-step procedure, which introduces Markov 

regime-switching and identification into the VAR approach. In the first step we estimate the 

following MRS-VAR model:   

                                = ∑  (  )    +  (  )
 

                                                              (1)     

where all parameters are assumed to be state-dependent. The unobserved state variable st 

takes values from the finite set Ω = {1,...,n} and follows a Markov process with transition 

probability P = (pij)΄i,j∈Ω where pij = P(st+1 = j | st = i). In the second step the state-dependent 

structural shocks u(st) = A(st)e(st) are identified.  

Let Yt = [sprt, yt, πt, it]΄ where sprt is the spread between the six-year long-term and 

the three-month money market rate, yt is the output growth rate πt is the inflation rate and it is 

the three-month money market rate. We choose a recursive form of identification by 

imposing the restriction that the policy instrument does not enter into the inflation and output 

equations. We also impose the restriction that inflation does not affect output growth 

contemporaneously. Note that impulse responses are regime-dependent and computed based 

on the Choleski factor of 

 Σε(st) = Et [e(st)e(st)΄] = Ã(st)A(st)΄ (2) 

                                                        
3 Davig and Leeper (2010) introduce the concept of long-run Taylor principle which allows departures from the 

Taylor principle that are either substantial, but brief, or persistent, but modest.  
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Alternatively, we impose sign restrictions using the QR decomposition of Σε(st). In 

particular, we draw an n×n random matrix K from the N(0,1) where K = QR and compute the 

structural impact matrix as Ã(st) = A(st)Q′, where Q is a unitary matrix and R is an upper 

triangular matrix.  If the draw satisfies the restriction we keep it or otherwise we discard it. 

To achieve identification of the VAR system, we impose the condition that the response of 

inflation and the spread between the long-term and short-term of interest rates would not 

increase and that of money market rate would not decrease.  

3. Data and Empirical Results 

Our empirical analysis is based on monthly data obtained from the International 

Financial Statistics database for the UK, and comprises of series for the industrial production, 

the consumer price index, the six-year government bond interest rate and the three-month 

short-term interest rate, and spans the period between March 1979 and December 2008. 

We build a VAR model allowing for 1 lags in the logarithmic difference form of the 

series with the exception of the short-term interest rate, which is used in levels.
4
 The model 

considers two states based on the difference in volatilities across the two regimes. Regime 1 

depicts the low volatility state and regime 2 depicts the high volatility state. 

Empirical analysis is implemented in two steps. First, we estimate a trivariate model 

where Yt includes only output, inflation and the short-term interest rate. In doing so we test 

both for the trivariate VAR being subject to an omitted variable problem (i.e., expected 

inflation) and for the spread between the long-term and the short-term interest rate being a 

good proxy for expected inflation. Second, we augmented the trivariate model by adding the 

spread between the 6-year long-term and the 3-month short-term interest rate as a proxy for 

expected inflation. 

                                                        
4 The lag structure of the variables in the model is based on the BIC criterion.   
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    The upper part of Figure 1 shows the impulse response of the trivariate VAR model 

under the recursive identification strategy. There is evidence of price puzzle in both regimes 

but it is a lot more persistent and stronger in the high volatility regime (i.e., regime 2). 

Although this might reflect an omitted variable problem, the price puzzle is still present in the 

augmented four-variable MRS-SVAR model presented in the lower part of Figure 1. 

Figure 1 around here  

The upper part of Figure 2 shows that in the trivariate model although we impose 

model-consistent sign restrictions the price puzzle cannot be eliminated. However, in the 

quadravariate model, the lower part of Figure 2 shows that after accounting for expected 

inflation the price puzzle disappears only in the low volatility regime (i.e. regime 1). In the 

high volatility regime there is a strong evidence of the price puzzle. 

Figure 2 around here  

    The filter probability presented in Figure 3 shows that the high volatility regime 

covers the period before the European Monetary System (EMS) crisis in September 1992. 

Benati (2008) shows that for the period before the introduction of the inflation targeting 

regime in October 1992 there was violation of the Taylor principle. This implies that the high 

volatility regime is an indeterminate regime where expected inflation becomes self-fulfilling. 

Thus, our results suggest that the price puzzle is not only an artefact of the Choleski 

identification strategy but also of indeterminacy. It is worth noting that the long-run Taylor 

principle introduced by Davig and Leeper (2007) and developed by Farmer et al. (2010) 

allows for either brief or/and modest violation of the Taylor principle. In this set up, evidence 

of indeterminacy and price puzzle in the high volatility regime does not necessarily imply 

that indeterminacy and price puzzle characterized the full sample. 

Figure 3 around here  
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4. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

    The widespread use of SVAR models to estimate the impact of monetary policy on 

economic activity has been heavily criticized for the lack of connection with the underlying 

DSGE model when identification is based on the conventional zero restrictions approach. In 

the face of this criticism researchers have modelled consistent restrictions (i.e. sign 

restrictions). However, the price puzzle, the positive relationship between inflation and 

interest rates, seems to be robust to identification strategy for linear SVAR models. 

In this paper, we adopt the general framework introduced by Davig and Leeper (2007) 

which allows indeterminacy to be a state-dependent phenomenon. Thus, we can investigate 

whether the price puzzle is present at regimes where there is violation of the Taylor principle. 

Our results show that the price puzzle is present only in the high volatility regime (i.e. 

indeterminate regime) and is driven by a combination of an omitted variable problem and of 

the Choleski identification approach. Once we augment the mispecified VAR model with an 

appropriate proxy of the expected inflation and impose model consistent restrictions, the 

price puzzle disappears in the low volatility (i.e. determinate) regime 

. 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Impulse-responses of UK inflation based on trivariate and quadravariate MRS VAR – 

identification using the Choleski method 

 

 

Figure 2: Impulse-responses of UK inflation based on trivariate and quadravariate MRS VAR – 

identification using the sign restrictions method 
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Figure 3: Filtered probabilities 
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